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Amy is an executive-level leader who has a passion for driving forward scientific technologies and services 
in the nuclear industry.  With over 20 years’ experience, Amy has a strong understanding of how to 
implement business strategies that are targeted around existing capabilities and expertise, but more 
importantly those that can be leveraged to successfully advance Canada's profile in the energy sector. 

Amy has solid background in Operations Management and has led the design, build, and/or operations of 
several key Facilities for Kinectrics including their Radioactive Materials Handling Facilities in Toronto and 
Bruce County (nuclear waste, tooling refurbishment and decontamination suites), Kinectrics’ Conventional 
and Radiochemistry Analytical laboratories (including Canada’s first commercial Alpha Dosimetry and 
Face Mask Testing facilities), Canada’s first commercial Nuclear PPE laundering facility, PPE Manufacturing 
Facilities, and also implemented and leads the newly formed Medical Isotopes division of Kinectrics. Amy 
uses these facilities to continuously build and provide new or existing services successfully to the nuclear 
industry.  Amy is also passionate about successfully integrating Canada’s nuclear expertise into the SMR 
and Fusion industries.   

Amy holds a BSc and PhD in chemistry/nuclear and has been with Kinectrics since 2004.  Amy has held 
increasingly management-focused roles at Kinectrics since 2009, transitioning to a Leadership role as Vice 
President in 2018.  Amy successfully completed the WANO/OPG International Senior Nuclear Plant 
Manager Executive Leadership Programme (I-SNPM) in 2019.   

Amy is adept at self-identifying ways to improve the overall business at Kinectrics and over the years has 
sat on several internal committees at both the working level and oversight level. Amy most frequently 
implements, leads, or participates in new committees formed within Kinectrics which are focused on 
improving the well-being of Kinectrics or advancing the company’s reputation within the industry (some 
examples include ED&I, Indigenous Engagement (PAR), United Way, UNENE, Technical Excellence 
Seminars, etc).  Amy is often seen giving panel presentations at industry events, sitting on conference 
organizing committees, and supporting the new generation of Nuclear experts as a frequent guest 
speaker invited to University STEM events or classroom lectures.  Amy also participates and champions 
volunteering and outreach in her community on behalf of the nuclear industry. 

Amy is a member in good standing at the OCNI and firmly believes that cooperation, communication, and 
partnerships within the nuclear community are part of our strength as an industry. 
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